
Maths 

Addition and Subtraction 

Solve problems with addition and subtraction: using con-

crete objects and pictorial representations, including those 

involving numbers, quantities and measures; applying their 

increasingknowledge of mental and written meth-

ods.Recognise and use the inverse relationship between 

addition and subtraction and use this to check calculations 

and solve missing number problems. 

Multiplication and Division 

Solve problems involving multiplication and division, using materi-

als, arrays, repeated addition, mental methods and multiplication 

and division facts, including problems in contexts. Show that the 

multiplication of two numbers can be done in any order 

(commutative) and division of one number by another cannot. 

 

Stunning start to topic:  Visit from a Fire Officer 

Fabulous finishers to topic:  Presentation of Fire 

Safety  

Links with the community: Wildlife walk 

around Kings Hill 

Life Skill:  Fire safety, How to grow plants 

 

English  

 Writing Focus 

Explanation Texts, Story  setting & Description,  Narrative, Character De-

scription,  Writing Letters, Recount. 

SPaG 

Write simple, coherent narratives about personal experiences and 
those of others (real or fictional) 
Write about real events, recording these simply and clearly. 
Demarcate most sentences in their writing with capital letter and 
full stops, and use ? correctly when required 
Use present and past tense mostly correctly and consistently 
Use co-ordination (eg or/and/but) and some subordination (eg 
when/if/that/because)to join clauses 
Spell many common exception words 
Form capital letters and digits of the correct size, orientation and 
relationship to one another and to lower case letters 
Use spacing between words that reflects the size of the letters. 
 

Science  

Living Things and their habitats 

Identify that most living things live in habitats to which they are suited and describe how different habitats 

provide for the basic needs of different kinds of animals and plants, and how they depend on each  other. 

Identify and name a variety of plants and animals in their habitats, including micro-habitats 

Describe how animals obtain their food from plants and other animals, using the idea of a simple food chain, 
and identify and name different sources of food. 

Value of the Term:  Courage 

PSHE/CHP focus:  Nutrition Ninja 

Year Group:   2            Term  5                 Topic:  Fire, Fire! 

Computing 

Programming 
 
Developing  skills  using  powerpoint presentation software as a means of communication. 
E-Safety— Using the internet  



Music  

Fire,Fire! 

Compose a dramatic piece to reflect the drama of 

the Great Fire! 

Listen & Appraise (descriptions for all strands 
as above) 
Musical Activities  
 
● Games 
● Singing 
● Playing 
● Improvisation  

Art 

Fire, Fire! 

To create 3-D scenes. 

Children will look at a painting of the Great Fire 

of London through the arches of a bridge and will 

create 

layered 3-D scenes using paper. 

To use mixed media to creating dioramas of scenes. 

 

RE 

Hinduism 

 To know the story or Rama and Sita and its link to Diwali. 

To understand that we are all valuable and unique. 

To know that the story of the Good Samaritan teaches Christians how to care 

for other people. 

To describe how Jewish people might help people by giving to charity. 

To know about the life of Mother Teresa 

History  

Fire, Fire! 

  

To assess prior knowledge of the Plague, The 

Great Fire of London and The Gun powder plot 

To recognise why people did things, why events 

happened, and what happened as a result.  

To learn details of a significant event in British 

history. 

To learn about some of the ways in which how 

we live now is different and similar to how people 

lived in 1666.  

To understand key features of events, choosing 

and using parts of stories and asking and answer-

ing questions through discussing and thinking of 

the ways in which London was changed and re-

built after the Great Fire  

 

 

 

PE  

Striking and Fielding 

To improve  ways  of stopping a ball 

To improve my ability to throw and catch underarm 

To improve my ability to strike a ball with a bat 

To  develop overarm throwing technique 

To take part in small sided striking and fielding games abiding by key rules 

 

 

Value of the Term:  Courage 

PSHE/CHP focus:  Nutrition Ninja 

Stunning start to topic:  Visit from a Fire Officer 

Fabulous finishers to topic:  Presentation of Fire 

Safety 

Links with the community: Wildlife walk 

around Kings Hill 

Life Skill:  Fire safety, How to grow plants 

Year Group:               Term  5                 Topic:  Fire, Fire! 


